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Schools who are looking for ideas and inspiration for Easter assemblies can find many wonderful
educational resources online as well as a great selection of music for Easter Assemblies and
nativity play productions. Most schools no matter what faith they are will celebrate Easter and
Christmas so children get to learn about the significance of these events. Even schools that mainly
have children from other faiths such as Jews or Muslims will often learn about Christian beliefs and
will be taught about Easter and Christmas in special Easter assemblies or by doing a nativity play.

Most schools that are not associated with a specific religion or are catholic or Christian schools will
most definitely celebrate Easter at school with Ester assemblies and Christmas with a Nativity play
as the majority of children who attend these schools will also be celebrating these events and will be
keen to find out more about them.  Schools will often use a variety of music to help children to learn
and to also add a fun element to learning. Music is a great way to make people feel happy and to
allow them to express different emotions. There are companies who specialise in creating music
CDâ€™s for educational settings. Many educational music CDâ€™s are available that are especially for
Easter assemblies or for use in Nativity play productions and these allow teachers to easily teach
pupils songs for them to sing for various activities and productions.

Lots of schools will use educational music CDâ€™s to help plan and prepare for Easter Assemblies and
other events like the school nativity play. Most of the modern CDâ€™s that are available today for use in
Easter assemblies will have all the relevant backing tracks so there is no need for a piano making it
much easier to learn and prepare for the assembly. Some CDâ€™s designed to offer inspiration for
Easter assemblies not only have Easter songs on but they also have readings, prayers, stories,
activities and ideas to make a fun and exciting assembly. Companies who sell CDâ€™s for Easter
assemblies and for Nativity play productions will tend to sell CDâ€™s for different age ranges of children.
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a Easter Assemblies from learn2soar.co.uk. We provide our customers 
with a diverse range of high quality services including harvest songs, Christmas songs, Easter
songs, musical songs, workshops and 
a Nativity Play.
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